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Bharatiya Vidya
Bhavan’s Mehta
Vidyalaya and
Korean Cultural
Centre signed a
MOU on 11 March
2021. The
objective of this
partnership is to
strengthen the
relationship
between the two
organization and
promote the
cultural diversity



Year 2022-2023
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Classes: 6th std , 7th std
6th std textbook: 한국어

(KOREAN)
7th std textbook: Sejong Korean

1 (ch 1-4)
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The initiative taken in this regard by
the Korean Cultural Centre was the
conduction of language learning course
for the students. There are two
different types of courses run in the
school for the students: Korean
Curriculum based language learning
Programme and Korean Hobby based
Language Programme.



Neha Cariappa is the Korean
language teacher, dispatched
by the Korean Cultural Center,

for the year 2022-2023.



6th std
syllabus

Hangeul

Basic vowels, combined vowels

Basic consonants, double consonants

Final consonants, Words

Greetings, classroom phrases
안녕하세요?

밥 ,  강 ,  꽃

ㄱ, ㄷ, ㅂ              ㄸ, ㅉ

ㅏ, ㅜ, ㅕ             ㅐ, ㅚ, ㅟ

가 나 다 라



7th std
syllabus
  

Self introduction, countries, job

Locations, places: school, park etc

Actions: eating, reading etc.

Numbers, money, buying things

Greetings, everyday phrases, requests
감사합니다.

숫자 , 돈

먹다 , 읽다

장소: 학교, 공원

이름 , 직업



Assessments in Year 2022-2023

Two main assessments:
Mid-term assessment: half the syllabus
Annual assessment: whole syllabus

Including class activities.



Activities

Learn and
write about the
various famous
monuments of
South Korea.

Learn and
write about
famous and
popular food
of South Korea.

Artwork
decorating
traditional
Korean outfit.

Monuments
of Korea

Food of
Korea

Hanbok
decoration



CLASS IN PROGRESS
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FEEDBACK
► The classes conducted are very interesting and informative
► Students are always excited to attend the classes and wait

for the class.
► Students feel very confident in using the Korean language for

their basic conversation and encourage their friends too to
learn and speak Korean language

► Students are willing to continue the classes ahead
► Parents are happy to see their wards using the language and

wishes to continue it next year too.
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